1 Croatian Clitic Second: Syntax and Phonology
Introduction
The rich system of clitics, and the clitic second e ect which shows up in simple main clauses, are two conspicuous features of Croatian. In previous work ( avar & Wilder (1992) , Wilder & avar (1993) ), we have developed an analysis in which the clitic second e ect results from the interaction between a syntactic clitic placement rule and a phonological lter . In this paper, we are mainly concerned with more complex environments in which clitics do not appear in second, but in third position (hence the title), or somewhere further into the clause.
In the work cited, we were concerned with one particular aspect of the clitic second phenomenon: the way that it interacts with verb movement. As illustrated in the paradigm (1 3), a verb may precede clitics in its clause only when no other constituent precedes the clitics (throughout this paper, clitics are marked in bold type):
(1) a. Ivan ga je esto itao. I. it be-3sg often read-ptc Ivan often read it.
b.
esto ga je Ivan itao.
often it be-3sg I. read-ptc
We have presented earlier versions of this material on various occasions during 1993: Groningen (May), Geneva (Wackernagel workshop, June) , Cologne (GGS meeting, July), London (SOAS, October) and Durham (Eurotyp meeting, October). One earlier version of this paper appeared in the EUROTYP Working Papers Vol. 6 (Theme Group 8: Clitics). We would like to thank all those who o ered their comments and criticisms, especially Michal Starke and Jindra Toman. 25 Linguistics in Potsdam Number 1, Spring 1994 25 63 (2) a. Ga je Ivan esto itao. We suggested that pre clitic placement of verbs re ects a V movement operation in the syntax which is triggered by the same phonological lter that is responsible for part of the clitic second phenomenon, i.e. the ill formedness of strings which have clitics in initial position (2a). In other words, this is a case where phonological requirements condition a syntactic rule. The ungrammaticality of examples where both the verb and some other constituent precede clitics (3) supports the claim that V movement is a Last Resort operation, one that can apply only when it is made necessary.
These conclusions are of particular interest when taken in the context of proposals concering the organization of grammar in Chomsky's (1992) Minimalist Program. Firstly, Chomsky proposes that all derivational operations are governed by a Last Resort principle, licensed only when made necessary by some lter (well formedness requirement on representations); secondly, he suggests that those movement operations that take place in the overt syntax, (the part feeding the phonology) are triggered by lters on PF representations (cf. his Procrastinate principle). Chomsky's PF related triggers are actually morphosyntactic in nature, mediated by assumptions about the sensitivity of PF to properties of morphosyntactic symbols. However, the existence of purely phonological triggers for syntactic rules instantiated by our analysis ts rather well into the general scheme of Chomsky's model. We discuss this in more detail in Wilder & avar (1993) .
Here, we are concerned with V clitic orders that arise in contexts other than sentence initial position, creating a clitic third e ect: (4) X V CL . . . ! where X contains phonologically overt material The existence of sequences of this form (4) raises questions about our analysis of V movement as triggered by a phonological requirement banning string initial clitics. If it were true that V CL combinations arise purely in order to avoid string initial clitics, then of course, we expect them to occur only in strictly clause initial position. Since this is not so, we need to focus on a wider range of constructions than the simple nite clauses so far investigated, in particular on those cases where the con guration (2) arises. The conclusion we reach is that the proposal that verbs move in the syntax in response to needs of the PF representation can be upheld, if additional syntactic factors conditioning V movement are recognized.
The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we review our previous analysis of Clitic Second and Last Resort V fronting. Section 2. sketches potential problem cases. In section 3. we address cases that threaten the thesis that clitic placement is a purely syntactic operation. In 4., we consider clitic third e ects, which raise questions about the last resort nature of V fronting. We examine data pertaining to a wider range of constructions than considered previously, including in nitives and coordination structures. The main conclusion is that a purely prosodic account of the conditioning of V fronting is insu cient. In section 5. we sketch a way of integrating additional syntactic factors that condition the V fronting process in terms of cyclicity constraints on movement. Finally, we present a new argument in section 6. for treating V fronting as a phonologically triggered operation, based on the interaction between V movement and ellipsis in coordination structures.
Clitics and Clitic Placement
Croatian has a rich system of clitic forms, which includes Dative and Accusative (i.e. non subject) pronominsl clitics; verbal clitics, which are weak (unstressed) forms of nite auxiliary verbs; and the interrogative marker (Q morpheme) li. An overview of the main paradigms is given in the table in the appendix. We are interested here in the C clitic column on P clitics , see section 4.1.1. below.
Clitic pronouns and nite auxiliaries form a cluster together with li, which functions as a unit with respect to word order generalizations. The sequence of clitics inside the cluster conforms to the general pattern (5):
(5) Clitic Clusters li auxiliary clitic pronominal clitics re exive clitic je Li is always initial in the clitic cluster, the auxiliary clitic je (= be-pres-3sg) is usually nal. There is some variation in ordering of pronouns with respect to each other, with accusative dative and dative accusative orders both attested.
The cluster appears in second position, i.e. as the second syntactic constituent, in simple root clauses. The clitic second constraint in Croatian has two aspects: clitics may not appear further into the clause than second position (the Wackernagel e ect, e.g. Wackernagel (1892) ); and they may not appear in absolute string initial position (the Tobler Mussa a e ect, e.g. Mussa a (1898)). Our approach involves two components: we propose a syntactic account for the Wackernagel e ect, i.e. we treat clitic placement in Croatian as a syntactic process; and we attribute the Tobler Mussa a (T. M.) e ect in Croatian to a phonological (prosodic) property of clitics. In other words, clitic forms are both syntactic clitics and phonological enclitics.
The following examples show how these generalizations apply (cf. also (1 3)):
(6) a. Ja sam ga esto itao.
I be-1sg it often read-ptc I have often read it.
esto sam ga itao.
c.
itao sam ga esto.
In (6) the clitic cluster containing the auxiliary clitic sam and pronoun clitic ga appears in the second position, following the subject (6a), an adverbial (6b), and the participial main verb (6c). Note that since Croatian allows null pronominal subjects (cf. 6b c), some caution is needed in interpreting these statements: in our analysis, the position occupied by subject pro is generally to the right of the clitic cluster, and so is di erent from that taken by the pronoun in (6a). The cluster may neither appear in rst position (7a), nor in third position (7b):
(7) a. Sam ga esto itao. b. Ja esto sam ga itao.
c. Ja esto itam knjigu. I often read-1sg book I often read the book.
d. Ja ga esto itam.
I it often read-1sg I often read it. The placement options for the nite auxiliary clitic contrasts with those of an ordinary nite verb, which can appear in third or fourth position (7c,d).
Consideration of root yes no questions (8) The clitic may follow the negated (full form) auxiliary (9a), or an overt subject (9b), but not in string initial (9c) or third position (9d). Generalizing across these placement facts, the clitic cluster follows the rst major constituent, which is either a head verb or complementizer or a phrasal constituent. We take clitics to be X 0 categories, generated as D heads (pronominal clitics) or V/In heads (auxiliaries). In common with clitic clusters in Romance languages, the Croatian clitics cluster together under some head position high up in the clause by S structure/Spell Out. In Romance, this position is commonly taken to be In (or AGRS cf. Kayne (1991) ). In Croatian, we suppose that the position in question is the C 0 node: speci cally, right adjoined to C 0 .
This assumption can be expressed as a clitic placement condition :
(10) Clitic Placement Condition (Croatian) Clitics form a cluster which must stand right adjoined to C at S structure (Spell Out).
We have no explanation to o er for why clitics must congregate under C in the way they do. So we leave (10) as a stipulation. We also leave open questions concerning the speci cs of clitic movement, for example, whether or not clitics form a single complex constituent that is adjoined to C, and what intermediate movement steps are involved. The main reason for assuming right adjunction to C as the output of clitic placement, rather than, say, left adjunction to AGRS, has to do with facts of word order in subordinate clauses. Although Croatian has fairly free constituent order inside IP, no constituent may ever intervene between a clitic cluster and a lexical complementizer or initial wh phrase. If clitics right adjoin to C, then this pattern is expected: if clitics adjoin to a lower head, then independent factors must be appealed to ensure that no further (overt) material intervenes between the C domain and the clitic cluster. We refer to avar & Wilder (1992) for further discussion of this point.
Under this approach to clitic placement, there is one XP position and one X 0 position to the left of the clitic cluster in its clause i.e. Spec,CP and the C 0 position to which the cluster itself is adjoined. The second e ect follows, if independent constraints prevent simultaneous lling of Spec,CP and C 0 .
The T. M. e ect (the impossibility of string initial clitics) receives an independent account. We claim that the clitic cluster needs to attach to a stressable phonological constituent to its left in the phonological representation. The T. M. e ect induced by clitics is a consequence of a lexical property of these clitics. We borrow a formalization of this property from Zec & Inkelas (1990) each clitic includes a prosodic subcategorization frame (11) as part of its lexical speci cation:
A clitic needs to attach to a phonological word in PF, to ensure that its prosodic subcategorization requirement is ful lled. Inside a cluster (string of adjacent clitic forms), the rst clitic must attach to an immediately preceding word non initial clitics can then attach to the rst clitic in recursive fashion. If encliticization is not possible, for instance when no phonologcial word precedes the clitic in the string, an ill formed PF representation results. This phonological account of T. M. is not a clitic placement mechanism; rather, it interacts with the syntactic placement by ltering out certain outputs of the syntactic clitic placement mechanism. One prediction made by this account is that material preceding the clitic cluster is a syntactic constituent; we consider potential counterexamples in section 3.
Last Resort Verb fronting
The T. M. property of Croatian clitics interacts with the verb placement in an interesting way. A potential violation of the T. M. law a phonological well formedness requirement can be avoided by fronting of a nite or non nite verb in the syntax. This phenomenon we refer to as Last Resort V fronting. In periphrastic tenses, the nite auxiliary can itself be a clitic form. In such cases, if no other constituent precedes the clitic cluster i.e. no phrasal constituent has been fronted a non nite verb form moves in front of the clitics. In (12a), the subject has been topicalized to Spec,CP. In (12b), the participle has moved in front of the clitics:
(12) a. Ivan ga je dao Mariji.
I. it be-3sg give-ptc M.
Ivan gave it to Mary. b. Dao ga je Mariji.
He gave it to Mary. V fronting is head movement: the fronted verb left adjoins to the C position.
When the nite auxiliary is not a clitic form (the cluster contains only pronominal clitics), the auxiliary itself moves in front of the clitic cluster (13b). In this case, the option of fronting of the participle (13c) is blocked by the presence of the nite verb, which is closer to C: 1 (13) a. Ivan ga nije dao Mariji. I. it not-be-3sg give-ptc M.
Ivan didn't give it to Mary. In examples with simple tenses, the nite main verb moves in front of the clitic cluster (14b), where no other constituent precedes it:
(14) a. Ivan ga ita.
I. it read-3sg Ivan reads it.
ita ga Ivan.
Where the subject is pro, the verb fronting variant may be the only possibility to avoid a T. M. violation, as in (15) and (16) The restriction to root clauses is reminiscent of the situation obtaining with nite verb movement in Germanic V2 languages, and may be taken to support the conclusion that the landing site for V fronting in Croatian is C. In our analysis, since V movement is to the left of the clitic cluster, and clitics are right adjoined to C 0 , the landing site of the verb can only be C 0 . This means that the only head constituents which can stand in front of clitics in a CP are lexical complementizers or fronted verbs.
The traditional view of this V fronting phenomenon is, that it is directly caused by the T. M. law. We think that this is essentially correct. The T. M. property of clitics acts as a trigger for V fronting; V raising to C in the syntax yields an input for PF in which the leftmost clitic in the cluster is preceded by a phonological word (host for encliticization), where otherwise none would be available.
The prosodic requirement of clitics (11) is the only plausible trigger for V raising. Croatian is not a V2 language; there is no general requirement for verbs to be in C in main clauses. Verb fronting sentences in Croatian are usually unmarked declaratives, i.e. sentences not associated with interrogative, exclamative or conditional interpretation (which are associated with construction-speci c triggers for V to C raising in other languages like English). 2 Moreover, this V raising operation is a Last Resort operation. It only applies in the presence of clitics. In the periphrastic tense construction, the participle may not front if the auxiliary is not a clitic but a full form : (19) In these examples the nite auxiliaries are not clitics, so there is no T. M. violation in (19a,c) ; therefore there is no trigger for V to C movement of the participle in (19b,d) .
In neutral declarative clauses with simple tense, if there is no pronominal clitic (20a), the nite verb cannot appear in front of the subject: In (20b), the nite verb has fronted, but the sentence cannot have a neutral declarative reading instead, it seems as if the verb is being focussed. This is a reading found where the verb is in initial position and preceding an overt subject, also where clitics are not present. So we may attribute the topicalized V reading to an independent process. The contrast between (20b) and (20c), which has a neutral declarative reading although the verb has fronted across the subject, strongly suggests that V fronting triggered by clitics has no e ect on interpretation.
Where clitics are present, V raising is unable to apply if another element (phrase or head) precedes the clitics, so preventing a violation of T. M. Constructions in which V fronting is blocked include questions and declaratives with topicalization, and subordinate clauses generally. Generally, the presence of a fronted wh phrase (21a), a topicalized subject (21b), a topicalized object (21c) or a base generated lexical complementizer (21d), all serve to block V fronting: (21) (22a) is not triggered by the presence of clitics but by a wh feature in C. Nor is topicalization of the subject (22b) or the object (22c) triggered by the presence of clitics. Base generation of a lexical complementizer in C 0 is also a process completely independent of clitics. Assuming V raising to be a Last Resort operation triggered by the phonological requirements of clitics allows a completely general explanation of why V fronting is blocked in all these cases. Independent syntactic processes ensure that the syntax delivers a string to PF in which clitics are preceded by a target word for encliticization. V raising is thus rendered unnecessary, and so is excluded by the principle of Last Resort. No such case can be constructed for Croatian. At the same time, Czech (and Slovak) have a V fronting pattern that creates V clitic orders that is remarkably similar to Croatian Last Resort V fronting. If clitics in Czech do lack (11), as seems to be the case, given the well formedness of (24b) and (25b), then there must be UG mechanisms independent of T. M. that can create V clitic patterns of the type we have attributed to T. M. This may jeopardize our account of V CL orders in Croatian in terms of T. M. 3 We return to these cases brie y below.
Examples of type (23b) can be found in Croatian. They have been claimed to cast doubt on the chances of a solely syntactic approach to the question of clitic placement. We discuss these cases in section 3., arguing that most examples of this type receive a satisfactory syntactic account, though an unexplained residue remains.
Examples of type (23c) can also be found. This con guration surfaces in embedded in nitives and in root clauses, where the appearance of clitic third order arises. This type presents a problem for our account of V raising as a Last Resort measure to satisfy the prosodic requirements of clitics, and forms the topic of sections 4. and 5.
3 Phonological Clitic Placement?
The syntactic approach to clitic placement claims that material preceding a clitic cluster within its clause must be either a phrase that has raised to Spec,CP, a head (i.e. a verb) that has moved to C 0 , or a head introduced in C 0 i.e. a complementizer.
Problems for this theory are presented by examples such as (27b), in which clitics appear inside a phrasal constituent: (27) 
Subextraction
The syntactic account assigns (27b) a representation like (28). A subconstituent of the subject (taj) has been extracted out of DP, and moved to Spec,CP (as an instance of topicalization): (28) In (29b), the topicalized constituent is a prenominal adjective (zeleno) extracted out of the object DP. In (29c), the wh modi er kakvo is wh extracted from the object DP. Subextraction is also possible with prenominal genitives: (30) The genitive has been topicalized (30b), and wh extracted (30c). In (30d) the genitive has been wh extracted out of a fronted object, across a clitic auxiliary, giving the e ect of DP splitting by the auxiliary. So (30d) resembles (27b); we suggest a structure like (31):
Problems with Phonological Clitic Placement
As an alternative or a supplement to a syntactic account of clitic placement, appeal has been made to a phonological rule (process) of clitic placement see for example Halpern (1992) : (32) A clitic cluster encliticizes to the rst stressed word in some domain.
Halpern proposes that a last resort phonological rule is able to move a clitic cluster rightwards, where it is generated by the syntax in string initial position. This phonological rule is assumed to underly constituent splitting phenomena such as those just discussed. This proposal raises a conceptual issue. Phonological clitic placement is designed to move clitics from syntactically de ned ( base ) positions to phonologically dened landing sites. Movement operations do not belong to the set of operations usually ascribed to the phonological component of grammar. It is a priori not a desirable step to invest phonological rules with the power to move material around in phonological representations ( phonological move ) just to capture marginal cases like the ones discussed.
There are also empirical problems. Some phonologically possible landing sites for the clitic are not available. In (33a), the clitic follows a DP including a relative clause: (33) A clitic cannot intervene in the relative clause (33b), or between the relative clause and the head noun (33c), although these can form initial stress constituents. This type of problem is recognized by Halpern, who describes constituents that resist penetration by his phonological clitic placement rule as fortresses . These data are predicted by the subextraction approach. The string djevojka + koju (N head + relative pronoun) cannot be extracted, because it is not a constituent, which explains (33b). The impossibility of (33c) can be related to the fact that in Croatian, an N head cannot be separated from the relative clause modifying it:
A further problem for (32) concerns prepositions. While a preposition can receive contrastive stress, i.e. form a stress domain, a clitic cannot intervene between a stressed P and the noun in initial position: The syntactic solution accounts for this case, too: a preposition cannot be subextracted from a PP.
Remaining problems
The success of the subextraction approach to constituent splitting depends on there being an independently motivated syntactic constituent splitting operation that can feed the phonology. Examples like (36b) remain problematic for the syntactic approach to clitic placement: 4 (36) a. U zelonoj ku i je stanovao.
in green house be-3sg stayed He stayed in the green house.
b. U zelenoj je ku i stanovao.
Here, the preposition and prenominal adjective are separated from the noun of the PP by the clitic auxiliary je. Yet the preposition and the adjective do not form a constituent that excludes the noun, under normal conceptions of phrase structure, and so it is di cult to see how it could form the target for a movement operation. A logically possible solution would be to analyse this extraction as short extraction of N (NP) followed by remnant PP topicalization:
We have not been able to nd independent evidence for this analysis. 5 Another problem concerns examples involving the splitting of names. Although marginal for most speakers, cases like (38b) are attested:
(38) a. Ivan Ma urani je bio prvi ban pu anin.
I. M.
be-3sg be-ptc rst duke people Ivan Ma urani was the rst popular duke.
b. Ivan je Ma urani bio prvi ban pu anin. (SHKJ: 496)
A clitic auxiliary intervenes between the forename and family name. It is unclear to us whether subextraction of a part of a proper name, which must be assumed to underly (38b) in a syntactic approach to clitic placement, is a possible syntactic process.
A di erent way of describing such cases is made available by the proposal (Chomsky (1992)) that topicalization and wh movement processes are copy operations, with traces being created by PF deletion in copies in the non head positions of the chain. Constituent splitting e ects may then be seen as the result of selective deletion in the moved constituent and the trace: Description in terms of selective deletion can be extended to subextraction phenomena in general. To create an explanatory theory out of this proposal is quite another task, however. While we are aware that these cases represent unresolved problems, we continue on the assumption that clitic placement is an exclusively syntactic process. More investigation is needed, not only to decide the status of these facts in Croatian, but to address the more general issues raised by languages in which second position clitics split constituents in more consistent fashion (cf. discussion in Halpern (1992) ).
Clitic Third e ects
We turn now to consider potential counterexamples of the form (23c = 40). At rst sight, the account presented in section 1. seems to predict that sequences of this type should not be attested.
(40) X V CL Y ! where X is phonologically overt. If X is phonologically overt, it provides a potential host for prosodic encliticization, thus its presence should bleed Last Resort V fronting.
However, this will only be true provided that two further conditions are met. Firstly, phonological encliticization of CL to (the nal word in) X must be independently possible. Independent factors might dictate that X be separated from CL by a prosodic break that hinders encliticization. Then, we would expect last Resort V fronting to be possible. Secondly, it might be the case that the V CL order is the result of V fronting (to C) that is triggered independently of whether a clitic is present at all.
(41) a. Prosodic break hinders encliticization. b. V fronting has an independent trigger.
In the following, we suggest that although each of these factors may be involved with certain examples of clitic third , there are (at least) three classes of cases for which a general reduction to (41a or b) is not plausible. These are (i) in nitive complements to N; (ii) simple root clauses in which a phrase precedes a V CL combination; (iii) non initial clausal conjuncts in coordination.
Clitics in non-nite environments
We have shown above that clitics seek the next available nite complementizer as landing site in the syntax. So a clitic introduced in an embedded nite clause will attach to the head of the CP immediately containing it (and not the root C node or a higher embedded C node). So far we have not considered clitics in non nite environments, nor have we addressed the question of the positions in which clitics are introduced into the structure.
We do not expect to nd clitic auxiliaries which are essentially reduced forms of nite auxiliaries in non nite clauses, since they would not be licensed there in any case, independently of their status as clitics. We assume them to be introduced under some nite In head. If nite In is always dominated by nite C, there will always be a local nite C for the auxiliary clitics to move to.
With regard to the pronominal clitics, there are two possibilities. They might be weak forms of pronouns category D, introduced into the structure in argument positions where ordinary DPs are licensed; or they may be introduced in In heads, maybe as a type of overt Object agreement morpheme, so that they mark the licensing position of associated null arguments (pro). The latter option represents a sort of clitic doubling analysis: but since Croatian does not have overt clitic doubling (clitic associated with overt DP) outside of left dislocation contexts, it is wiser at this stage to assume the analysis of clitics as pronominal arguments (D elements). Under this view, it is expected that clitics will be introduced into the structure wherever corresponding non clitic DPs can appear. An accusative clitic will represent one option used to pronominalize an accusative DP, a dative clitic will pronominalize a dative DP, and so forth.
In general, this expectation is borne out: accusative and dative DPs are licensed as complements to verbs and appear where verbs appear, in a variety of nite and non nite clause types. In those environments, the corresponding arguments may also be cliticized. Dative DPs are also licensed as complements to predicative adjectives in nite and non nite clauses, and these arguments may be pronominalized using the dative clitic.
PPs
There is one environment where the expectation is not borne out. Accusative and dative DPs appear as the complement to certain prepositions, and in these cases, the corresponding clitic does not appear in C but remains inside PP:
(42) a. ... , da je Ivan ra unao na me that be-3sg I. count-ptc on me ... that Ivan counted on me b. ... , da me je Ivan ra unao na t However, there is evidence for assuming that the clitic form in (42a) is to be distinguished from other pronominal clitics that adjoin to C. In a restricted class of cases Accusative third person singular, masculine/feminine gender the form of the pronominal that appears in PP (nj in 44a) diverges from the corresponding form associated with other argument positions (ga): (43) We suggest that Croatian disposes of a special pronominal clitic licensed only inside PPs. We call these P clitics, distinguished from C clitics, used elsewhere. (See table  1 . given in the Appendix.) Unlike C clitics, P clitics are licensed at Spell Out only inside PPs. Now, the impossibility of (42b), (43) and (44b) can be explained by appealing to independent factors. We suppose that the DP complement (or its D head) cannot be extracted from the PP Croatian does not permit preposition stranding in other environments. The examples (42b/44b) can then be seen as violating ECP or some other constraint on extraction. The impossibility of generating a C clitic inside the PP and leaving it there at Spell Out (43a) can be attributed to whatever factor it is that underlies the syntactic clitic placement operation, requiring that clitics attach to a nite C by Spell Out. The possibility for using a P clitic to pronominalize and leaving it inside the PP at Spell Out (42a/44a) is given: these forms underlie a di erent placement condition from the one that governs C clitic forms.
Gerunds
Croatian has two non-nite constructions in which clitics (C clitics) appear; clausal gerunds, and in nitives (see next section). Gerunds contain a main verb bearing special morphology. A form of the verb carries an invariant su x: generally, the morpheme -i is added to the third plural present form of an imperfective verb to form a non past gerund; the in nitive stem of a perfective verb is in ected with -v i to form a past gerund. Gerund clauses are adjunct clauses (generally some type of temporal adjunct), and have null subjects controlled by an argument of the superordinate clause, as illustrated in (46): (46) Thus gerunds display a strict internal clitic second e ect. This construction does not challenge our account of V raising however, as we can appeal to an independent trigger for V fronting (a case of (41b)). Supposing that gerunds are CPs, and that the pronominal clitic in (47a/48a) is right adjoined to C, we can deduce that the verb has raised to C by left adjunction. However, we do not need to assume that this is a case of Last Resort fronting, driven by the need for the clitic to nd a host, since the verb must front in any case, regardless of whether a clitic is present. Assuming the initial position of the verb re ects V fronting to C, there will always be an carrier for clitics in gerund clauses, so that Last Resort operations to satisfy T. M. are not necessitated. By the same token, the X V CL order in (48a) has no signi cance for the issue of Last Resort V fronting.
In nitives
In southern and eastern ( Old tokavian ) dialects of the Croatian Serbian group, as in other Balkan languages, in nitives are not used at all, being replaced by nite (subjunctive) clauses introduced by the nite complementizer da. In northern and western dialects ( New tokavian ), however, in nitives are used in a number of constructions. The in nitive is characterized by an invariant verb form bearing a su x -ti; in nitive clauses do not have an overt complementizer.
In one construction type, in nitives appear as complements to modal verbs (including the future auxiliary), some subject control verbs (want, hope, try), and the causative verb pustiti. Where the object of an in nitive verb is pronominalized with a clitic, the clitic climbs out of the in nitive complement and surfaces attached to the next nite C position. As shown in (49b), climbed clitics form a cluster together with the auxiliary belonging to the higher clause: The environments where clitic climbing occurs in Croatian match with clitic climbing constructions in better studied clitic languages such as Italian. For the moment, it su ces to note that the data t well with the clitic placement condition.
The possibility for a clitic to be extracted out of an in nitive clausal complement contrasts with the strict impossibility of clitic climbing out of nite complements (50c): (50) Clitic climbing out of nite complements is blocked in all dialects, including nite complements to verbs like htjeti ( want ) in dialects that use nite complements instead of in nitives in these cases.
The only apparent counterexample to the claim that clitic climbing is blocked across the nite complementizer is provided by causative constructions (cf. avar & Wilder (1992) ). Eastern dialects that lack in nitives use nite complements with the causative verb (51a).
(51) a. Marija je pustila ribu da pliva.
M. be-3sg let-ptc sh ACC that swim-3sg
Marija let the sh swim.
b. Marija ju je pustila da pliva.
M. it be-3sg let-ptc that swim-3sg Marija let it swim.
In this case, it is possible to cliticize the subject of the embedded verb to the matrix C position (51b). This example need not be analysed as clitic extraction across a nite complementizer, though. The clitic is an accusative form, and if the embedded subject is not cliticized, it turns up as an accusative DP to the left of the embedded complementizer (51a). This indicates that in the input to cliticization, the relevant DP is already outside of the nite complement. Maybe this is a type of raising to object construction: alternatively, it may be a type of control construction, with the accusative DP a thematic argument of the causative verb that controls a silent pronoun in the embedded subject position. In any event, this case does not violate the generalization that cliticization is always to the next nite complementizer.
While some in nitives are transparent for clitic climbing, others are not. Particularly clear instances of in nitival islands for clitic climbing are given in (52, 53) , where an in nitive is an adjunct or complement to a noun. The examples show that the object of verb in the in nitive clause may follow or precede the in ntive verb in this respect, in nitives di er from the gerunds discussed in the previous section: In these simple cases, the only option is for the in nitive verb to precede the clitic. However, the verb is not generally obliged to appear in initial position, as shown in (52b/53b). It seems as if the same clitic second e ect observed in nite clauses is also operative inside in nitives.
This supposition is further strengthened by examining examples where the innitive contains more constituents, such as (57). (57) elja Mariji dati ru u ] bila je velika. wish M. give-inf rose be-ptc be-3sg great The wish to give Mary a rose was great.
The examples (58 60) demonstrate the e ect in in nitives more clearly. The clitic follows either the rst phrase or the verb inside the in nitive:
(58) a. elja dati joj ru u ] bila je velika.
wish give-inf her rose be-ptc be-3sg great b.
elja dati ju Mariji ] bila je velika.
wish give-inf it-fem M.
be-ptc be-3sg great c.
elja Mariji ju dati ] bila je velika.
wish M. it-fem give-inf be-ptc be-3sg great
The clitic cannot stand in third position, following a verb and a phrase:
(59) a. wish it-fem give-inf M.
be-ptc be-3sg great Let us suppose that verb object is the basic order, so that (52a, 53a) do not involve any special V movement. Suppose further that clitics move to a head position higher than the basic position of either the verb or the object. Where an object precedes the in nitive verb and the clitic (as in 58c), this is the result of preposing maybe topicalization or scrambling. Let us assume that this is an independently motivated process (cf. 52b, 53b), and also that the landing site of the moved phrase is higher than the landing site of the pronominal clitics. Under these assumptions, and given the ungrammaticality of examples with clitic initial in nitives (60), the verb fronting that yields the V CL order in (58a-b) can be regarded as an instance of Last Resort fronting.
This case thus raises a serious problem for the analysis of Last Resort fronting in terms of the prosodic properties of clitics. Iin nitives have no overt complementizer to which the pronouns may attach in prosodic structure; but the in nitive clauses in question are preceded by an external word (the N head of the construction), yet this word seems not to be able to carry the clitic. There is no reason to suppose that the N head is generally separated from the in nitive by a strong prosodic break in this construction, so we cannot claim that encliticization to this N is independently excluded. So it looks as if V raising is not determined solely by the phonological requirements of the pronoun in these in nitives.
Clitic Third e ects in Root clauses
Similar problems arise from consideration of a wider range of examples of root clauses. In the Last Resort analysis, V raising in front of a clitic cluster in (root) nite clauses is triggered by prosodic requirements of the clitic. Where there is no other trigger for V to C movement in root clauses, the claim that V raising is a Last Resort response to the prosodic properties of clitics entails that V raising should be blocked if the prosodic requirement can be ful lled by other means.
The prediction is that an order like XP V CL is not possible in declaratives. This we have illustrated with examples (21 22) above. The generalization is true over a wide range of cases. However, we have been guilty of over simpli cation in the discussion so far; the order: XP V CL is in fact possible. We have collected a series of attested examples (clitic bold, verb underlined), sorted according to the grammatical status of the initial phrasal constituent. In (61), although a clausal adjunct precedes C containing a clitic auxiliary, the participle (bio/oti ao) has raised in front of the clitic: (61) a.
im su ga organizirali ], bio je zabranjen.
when be-3pl it organize-ptc be-ptc be-3sg prohibited As soon as they had organized it, it had been prohibited. (SDII 46) Skupljanje otpadaka ] zaokupilo ga je.
gathering of-waste occupy-ptc him be-3sg The collection of waste occupied him. (SHKJ 478)
We stated above ( 1.) that in nite declarative examples containing a clitic cluster preceded by an overt phrase, V raising is impossible. In the light of examples like (61 64), this statement must be relativized. It seems that V raising is optional in this situation. The examples with initial subject (64), initial object (63), and initial PP (62) all have variants with no V raising. However for initial clausal adjuncts, only the option with V raising is possible (cf. (61a)):
(65) im su ga organizirali ], je bio zabranjen One possible answer to the question of why V raising is triggered in such cases is suggested by the fact that, in (61), the clausal adjunct is separated from the remainder of the clause by an obligatory prosodic break (re ected by the comma in the orthography). It is plausible that this break re ects the presence of a prosodic boundary that creates a barrier for the encliticization process, meaning that the auxiliary clitic in (65) is left without a host. 6 (62b) also illustrates an independent phenomenon: where a clitic cluster contains both the re exive se and the nite auxiliary je ( be-3sg ), the latter is deleted . Hence, a cluster supercially containing only the re exive se may be preceded by a nite verb (62a: no je deletion ); or a participle (62b: je deletion ). 7 It is not clear if the object has fronted to Spec,CP by the process of topicalization assumed for examples like (22b c) in 1. above, or if this represents a case of Left Dislocation. Cf. footnote 8.
In the cases where encliticization is possible to the nal word of the preceding phrase (62 64), it is unclear whether this approach can be maintained, since intuitions about the relative strength of the break separating XP and CL and XP and V CL in the relevant example pairs are murky. Moreover, we suggest below that reference to a prosodic boundary is in any case insu cient to account for all instances of Last Resort V fronting resulting in X V CL sequences.
There is a second possible line of explanation. Root clause clitic third e ects are not restricted to strings of the form XP V CL ; examples can be found where two phrases precede the clitic. In (66a), modelled on (61a), the clitic auxiliary is preceded by a clausal adjunct and an overt subject (and there is no Last Resort V fronting). In (66b), a phrasal adjunct and an overt subject precede the clitic auxiliary: (66) a.
im su ga organizirali ], sastanak ] je bio zabranjen when be-3pl it organize-ptc meeting be-3sg be-ptc prohibited As soon as they had organized it, the meeting had been prohibited. in every case I. be-3sg intelligent In any case, Ivan is intelligent. If we stick to the assumption that the clitic is adjoined to C, then (66) shows that there is more than one phrasal position available to the left of C in root clauses.
This type of example is paralleled in V2 languages such as German. The nite verb is in C in (67), so at least two phrasal positions precede C: (67) a. Wenn er kommt, dann gehe ich.
if hecomes then go I b. Auf jeden Fall, ich werde da sein. in any case I will there be Assuming that Spec,CP is where the second phrase is located in (66) and (67), we need to identify the position of the initial phrase. Let us suppose that this position is external to CP (maybe adjoined to CP). For the sake of discussion, we call it the LD position (Left Dislocation).
It is possible to generalize across the examples (61-64), by claiming that the initial phrase does not occupy Spec,CP, but the LD position. Thus, the alternation between XP CL V and the XP V CL order corresponds to di erent structural positions of XP : in the former, XP is in Spec,CP, in the latter in the LD position. This suggests that Last Resort V Raising is syntactically conditioned. It is triggered if the prosodic requirements of the clitics are not satis ed by an overt element in a particular domain. That domain is a syntactic one: V raising is triggered if phonological requirements are not satis ed inside CP , i.e. by material in Spec,CP or C 0 .
Coordination
The phenomenon of clitic third in root clauses is more general. Strings of the type X V CL Y occur also in clausal coordinations: X contains the initial conjunct and a conjunction, and V CL Y corresponds to the second conjunct, as in (68): (68) Ivan je vidio auto i kupio je ga.
I. be-3sg see-ptc car and buy-ptc be-3sg it Ivan saw the car and bought it.
Since the conjunction is the nal word in X, the question of whether V raising is triggered in second conjuncts can be viewed in terms of whether the conjunction word itself is a potential (prosodic) host for clitics. Where the sequence CONJ CL is possible, the conjunction is a possible host, and we expect Last Resort V fronting to be blocked. Where V raising is possible in second conjuncts, we expect the conjunction word not to be a possible host, so the sequence conj clitic should be ungrammatical. Both these patterns are attested. The conjunction i ( and ) is not a potential host for clitics cf. (69), and V raising is forced only (68) With the conjunction ili ( or ), the reverse pattern is found. ili can carry clitics (71a). As predicted, this possibility blocks V fronting, which is therefore impossible in a second conjunct following ili (71b):
(71) a. Ili ga je vidio, ili e ga vidjeti.
or it be-3sg see-ptc or will it see-inf He either has seen it, or he will see it.
b. ... ili vidjeti e ga However, a third pattern is attested with the conjunction ali but . We nd examples of both types: ali V CL (72a), and ali CL ... V (72b):
(72) a. ... , ali nadamo se da nije posljedni put. but hope-1pl re . that not-be-3sg last time ... but we hope that it is not the last time. (SDII 33) b. Helga je prili no dugo spavala, ali se nije naspavala. H. be-3sg fairly long sleep-ptc but re . not-be-3sg rested Helga slept fairly long, but was not completely rested. (SDII 33) If ali is a potential host for the clitic, the example (72a) with V raising to a C hosting clitics that is directly preceded by ali raises a problem for the Last Resort characterization of V fronting.
Solution

The insu ciency of prosody alone
In the preceding discussion, we have identi ed three cases where Last Resort V fronting operates in spite of the presence of overt material preceding the clitic, to yield clitic third orders: We have indicated two possible ways of approaching these cases: an account in terms of a prosodic break between X and CL that would act as a barrier to enclitization, and an account in terms of syntactic domains. A prosody based account is suggested by some examples of (73b); but seems insu cient to capture all cases under a reasonable notion of prosodic boundary . Moreover, in nitives and coordinations generally resist such an approach. There is no justi cation for claiming that nouns are (always) separated from the in nitives they govern by a prosodic boundary of any strength. In coordinations, the evidence even goes in the opposite direction: if anything, conjunction words are themselves proclitic on following material. Certainly, any sizeable prosodic boundary occurs to the left, rather than to the right of the conjunction word.
Of course, this does not mean that the T. M. based account of V CL orders is false; only that it alone is insu cient to account for the facts summarized in (73). The account of V fronting in terms of T. M. would be inadequate if, for instance, T. M. itself were counterexempli ed.
So far, we have argued that T. M. is true on the basis of the fact that clitics never occur in string initial position. In fact, string initial position is only a sub case of the environments in which encliticization is blocked and clitics are predicted not to occur. Any position in the string immediately preceded by a strong prosodic boundary, should be barred to clitics (74b) subsumes the string initial case:
(74) a. W / X CL Y b. X / CL Y As far as we have been able to discover, (74b) does not occur in Croatian.
Other clitic second languages di er from Croatian in this respect. We have already seen reasons to suppose that clitics in Czech do not have the same strict T. M. property as those of Croatian. Toman (1993) also reports that examples of the form (74b) can be constructed for Czech. In (75), a topicalized phrase ends on a clitic, and the speakers have clear intuitions to the e ect that the only possible prosodic structuring matches the syntactic structure. A break separates the constituent in Spec,CP from the remainder of the clause, thus intervening between the two clitics: The corresponding examples in Croatian do not permit this situation to arise: (77a) is judged ill formed. Either the clitic adjoined to the root C encliticizes to the clitics of the topic phrase (77b), or V raising is triggered the latter being the preferred option:
(77) a. Nada vidjeti ga / je bila velika.
hope see-inf him be-3sg be-ptc great b. ? Nada vidjeti ga je / bila velika. c. Nada vidjeti ga / bila je velika.
These data corroborate the conclusion that Czech clitics do not (all) have the T. M. property we have identi ed for Croatian clitics. In a model seeking to reduce clitic third e ects induced by V raising to prosody, the problem provided by (73) is one of undergeneration by the model. Given the characterization of V fronting as a Last Resort operation, V fronting that results in strings like (78) should be unnecessary, since encliticization to X is not blocked: (78) W / X V CL Y. As such, relevant examples are predicted to be ungrammatical violations of the Last Resort principle. If the characterization of V raising as a strictly Last Resort operation is to be retained, there must be some further factor involved in determining V raising in such cases.
Syntactic domains
In 4.2, we suggested a syntactic generalization that underlies all cases of V fronting in root declaratives, including those of the form (78). Where X is external to CP, and neither Spec,CP nor C 0 contain a potential prosodic host for clitics, we nd V fronting triggered by clitics adjoined to C. The generalization is (79): (79) V raising is triggered if the prosodic subcategorization of CL is not satis ed within CP (CP = the CP to whose head C 0 CL is adjoined).
If it is true that X in X V CL is invariably outside CP, then V raising can be successfully characterized as a Last Resort operation with respect to (79). This seems to be the case. The clearest case is in ntives. The N head governing an in nitive CP is undoubtedly outside CP; so clitics trigger V fronting in the manner described. Regarding simple and coordinated root clauses, more needs to be said.
Simple root clauses
An initial phrase in a root declarative has two structural analyses: either it occupies the Spec,CP position or the CP external LD position. We may further assume that phrases that surface in Spec,CP got there by movement, so they form a chain with an IP internal trace, while phrases in the LD position are generated there directly, and are linked to an empty element in IP by A binding (cf. Cinque (1991) ). These options then correlate with the options for Last Resort V fronting to the position between such a phrase and a clitic cluster. Phrases that precede verb clitic combinations in root clause declaratives (examples (61 64) above) are all good candidates for phrases that are external to CP. In their counterparts without V raising, the phrase can be analyzed as a Topic in Spec,CP. 8 Where an initial phrase may occupy Spec,CP, but is prohibited from appearing in the LD position on independent grounds, we expect to nd that Last Resort V raising is impossible. There are three such cases. V fronting is absolutely impossible where a clitic cluster is preceded by one of the elements in (80): (80) We assume these initial constituents can only be in Spec,CP. V raising in the (b) examples violates Last Resort.
Evidence from V2 languages and English support the claim that the types (83b c) are not able to appear as an LD element. In these languages, both cooccur with a fronted nite V in C, and must stand strictly adjacent to C. This is usually interpreted as indicating that initial NEG P/WH P must be in Spec,CP: The claim that (topicalized) subextracted constituents can only appear in Spec,-CP is harder to substantiate, given the typological rarity of this form of extraction. Subextraction is also found with wh movement, also only possible to Spec,CP; and so the fact that subextraction in declaratives also blocks V fronting, in contrast to other initial phrases in root declaratives, supports the generalization. It may be that subextracted phrases are actually focussed, hence operator like . This may then suggest a further contrast among ordinary initial phrases: if focussed, V raising is blocked; if not, V raising may be possible. This point awaits further investigation.
Coordinating conjunctions
The unmarked assumption concerning coordinate conjunctions like and that unite clausal conjuncts are external to CP. To account for (68 70), we propose to analyse i ( and ) and a ( and/but ) as elements that are generated external to the second conjunct. Maybe it is a head of a conjunction phrase (&P) as suggested by several authors recently: Since i is external to CP, the prosodic subcategorization of the clitics in the second conjunct remain unful lled inside CP, so V raising is triggered. (86) may then be prosodically well formed, but represents a violation of (79); (87) We suggest to treat ili ( or ) as an element that is generated in Spec,CP of the conjunct it introduces; so it may support the clitics within the CP. Hence, its presence in a conjunct will prevent the application of V raising. This is sketched in (88) (88b) Maybe the conjuncts in (88) are united in a conjunction phrase &P with a PF zero head. 9 Ali ( but ), we suggest is an element that may be introduced either within Spec,CP or outside CP (perhaps as head of &P). The apparent optionality of V raising in conjuncts introduced by ali will thus reduce to these structural options for ali, as illustrated in (89): (89) These proposals concerning di erent structural options for conjunct introducing words in Croatian are not so ad hoc as they might at rst appear. 10 Similar (though not fully parallel) variation in the e ects of corresponding elements can be observed in V2 languages. Generally, if an element counts for V2, in that the nite verb immediately follows it (and the clause is declarative), then we suggest that this element stands in Spec,CP. If Spec,CP is free to host a di erent phrase in the presence of a conjunction introducer, then we claim that this element is generated outside CP (under &P). German und ( and ) never counts for V2 (78), so like Croatian i it is generated outside CP: While oder ( or ) does not count for V2, the initial conjunction entweder ( either ) paired with oder generally does:
Entweder hat er sie gesehen, oder er hat mit ihr telefoniert. either has heher seen or he has with her phoned
Hence entweder stands in Spec,CP, like its cognate (also ili) in Croatian.
As is well known, neither and nor, the negated form of either ... or, trigger AUX to C in their respective conjuncts in English (92a), which suggests that they are operators in Spec,CP. They thus resemble their German cognates weder ... noch, which count for V2:
(92) a. Neither did he see her, nor did he telephone with her.
b. Weder hat er sie gesehen, noch hat er mit ihr telefoniert.
In German, two elements that correspond to ali ( but, however ) also di er in whether they may count for V2: aber ( but ) may not (93), while jedoch ( however ) may (94): (93) a. Er hat sie nicht gesehen,aber er hat mit ihr telefoniert. he have-3sg her not see-ptc, but hehave-3sg with her phone-ptc b. Er hat sie nicht gesehen, aber hat er mit ihr telefoniert.
(94) a. Er hat sie nicht gesehen, jedoch er hat mit ihr telefoniert.
b. Er hat sie nicht gesehen, jedoch hat er mit ihr telefoniert.
While further investigation is necessary, such data do make plausible the proposal to reduce the variation among non initial conjuncts in Croatian to structural di erences among the conjunctions themselves.
GT, Move and Cyclicity
We have reviewed several arguments for supposing that the correct notion of the domain within which clitics trigger Last Resort V fronting is a syntactic one. However, the imposition of a syntactic domain condition on the triggering of Last Resort V fronting as in (79) looks suspiciously stipulative. There are two ways in which it might be derived from more general considerations.
One option involves the idea that the syntactic category CP always maps to a certain type of phonological domain, whose left boundary can then be declared a barrier to encliticization (cf. avar & Wilder (1992) ). The problems this approach raises lead us to reject it and consider alternatives.
The second option involves seeking to derive the domain condition on V raising from more general properties of the syntactic computational system within which V raising takes place. The idea we pursue is that the fact that prosodic properties of clitics in C trigger syntactic movement of the verb inside a local domain is to be interpreted as a cyclicity e ect. This idea can be eshed out in terms of the approach to the generation of syntactic structures of Chomsky (1992) .
In the EST/LGB framework, the construction of a complete phrase marker and insertion of all lexical items (= the creation of a D structure representation of a sentence) is ordered prior to derivational movement operations. Move thus operates on complete representations in mapping D structure to S structure. This means that information about any phonological material preceding clitics in C is available at the point at which a decision is taken about whether or not to move a verb ( Last Resort Fronting ). So we cannot prevent preceding overt material outside CP from blocking V raising while allowing preceding overt material inside CP to block it, without speci c reference to CP.
In the MPLT framework, projection from the lexicon (insertion), creation of simple subtrees, combination of subtrees, and (pre Spell Out) movement are all operations that go hand in hand in building up the PS tree of the sentence.
Chomsky's system incorporates a general requirement akin to (95):
(95) Pre Spell Out operations are local, in the sense that an operation must apply as soon as its target is created.
So a pre Spell Out operation of NP movement, say, must apply as soon as its target (the speci er position of AGRP) is created. It may not be delayed until after the creation of superordinate structure (structure containing AGRP).
Reference to a general condition like (95) creates the possibility of deriving the syntactic domain condition on V fronting from the locality of pre Spell Out operations. The decision about whether to raise a Verb to C in response to a clitic trigger will have to be taken before further information about the external environment of the clause becomes available. We suggest that this is the correct way of interpreting the obligatoriness of V raising where the trigger is not independently satis ed in a local syntactic domain.
However, there are certain technical problems involved with the implementation of the idea. Chomsky excepted two types of movement from (95), which corresponds to his extension requirement on overt substitution operations. LF movement must be exempted, as it takes place inside already extant trees. But adjunction operations are also exempted; and Last Resort V raising must be considered an instance of head adjunction in Chomsky's model.
For pre Spell Out phrasal adjunction operations, the exemption is not trivial: if the phrase to be adjoined is contained within its target, strictly cyclic (= treeextending) adjunction is possible. However, head adjunction cannot be strictly cyclic (tree extending), since the head to be adjoined can never be contained within its target (a superordinate head). V is not contained in C, but in the complement of C. Movement is a unary operation (operates over a single tree), so the root node of the tree containing the head to be moved (V) and the landing site must minimally be C.
Head movement by substitution can be tree extending, but V to C movement cannot be a substitution operation, since the ouput tree would then either be C (violating X theory) or V (violating assumptions about the category of the clause): (96) Chomsky suggests then that pre Spell Out adjunction is free to apply at any point (is not subject to (95)). This has undesirable consequences for our attempt to reduce (79) to (95). In particular, it would be possible for the decision about Verb raising to be delayed until information becomes available about whether a CP whose head contains (unsupported) clitics is embedded in a superordinate structure (containing a host for the clitics) by a subsequent operation of GT.
At the same time, we cannot stipulate that V raising must apply as soon as its target is created (following adjunction of clitics to C inside C), since this may permit a subsequent operation of movement to Spec,CP that creates CP out of C.
Moreover, if clitic adjunction to C is free to apply anywhere, then we cannot tie the trigger for V raising to the absence of information about CP external material, since clitic adjunction may apply after a potential CP external host has been introduced.
So we suggest embedding the following into Chomsky's system: (97) Pre Spell Out (head )adjunction to X is local, in that it must take place before XP is used in a subsequent operation of GT.
The principle of Last Resort should su ce to ensure the delaying of V adjunction to C until all independently motivated operations in CP have taken place. These include adjunction of clitics, which creates the potential trigger for V adjunction, and phrasal movement to Spec,CP, which blocks V adjunction. So with respect to the C level of a nite clause in Croatian, we obtain the following ordering on pre Spell Out operations:
(98) a. Union of C and IP by GT / head substitution (creates C/CP).
b. Obligatory phrasal movements (e.g. of a wh phrase or Topic to Spec,CP that creates CP) and obligatory head adjunctions (e.g. of clitics to C 0 ). c. Last Resort operations (last resort V movement as head adjunction).
d. Subsequent operation of GT (which creates another cycle).
e. Spell Out.
The result of adopting (97) is to make head adjunction a cyclic operation. The Last Resort nature of V to C ensures that it is nal in the CP cycle .
Ellipsis and Last Resort Verb movement
We have characterized Last Resort V fronting as a syntactic operation that is triggered in response to a PF well formedness requirement. We have further argued that the syntactic determination of the domain in which the trigger operates has a natural interpretation in terms of the cyclic application of syntactic operations.
The fact that the domain of V fronting is determined in the syntax might be argued to undermine the proposed characterization of the trigger in terms of phonological properties. However, as argued above, any alternative account of the trigger fails to generalize V fronting to the independently supported T. M. property of clitics. In this section, we present a new, additional argument that the account of the trigger for V fronting must refer to phonological properties.
In the theory defended here, which makes reference to phonological properties in determining V movement, it is possible that the status of clitics and of V in the phonology may a ect the pattern of V movement. In particular, independent ellipsis operations (phonological deletion ) may cause clitics or other elements present in the syntactic representation of a clause to lack a representation in PF. Such operations apply in coordination structures (to be discussed directly). There are two cases in which predictions about Last Resort V raising arise:
Case (I): Suppose that a clitic is present in the syntactic representation but undergoes phonological deletion . The question arises of whether the clitic may trigger Last Resort V fronting in this case? The theory defended here suggests that the answer should be no. Since the property triggering V fronting is an aspect of the phonological representation of a clitic that needs to be interpreted, in cases where the phonological representation of the clitic is not present in PF, there is no PF violation to be avoided by V fronting. V fronting is not required, so by Last Resort, not permitted.
Case (II): Conversely, suppose that a clause contains a clitic not deleted in PF, and a non clitic item X which is present in the syntax but undergoes phonological deletion: ) (II-a) Suppose further that X occupies a position in which it would support a clitic, blocking Last Resort V fronting, if it were not deleted. This X may be a phrase in Spec,CP. Can (deleted) X support the (non deleted) clitic? Again, the present theory suggests a negative answer. An element lacking a PF representation cannot provide prosodic material to support a clitic represented in PF. In this case, we might expect last resort V fronting to take place where it is otherwise blocked (e.g. in a root wh question). ) (II-b) As a variant of (ii-a), suppose that X is a nite verb which undergoes phonological deletion. Can this verb undergo V fronting to support a (non deleted) clitic? It presumably cannot. In this case, we might expect an unusual situation to arise, namely one where a non nite verb (non deleted!) raises to support a clitic cluster that does not contain a nite auxiliary. 11 Summarizing, our account predicts the following interactions of Last Resort, as it applies to phonologically sensitive V fronting, and PF ellipsis:
(99) Last Resort I (V fronting fails to apply where the trigger is neutralized by ellipsis): Where a clitic has no PF representation, V fronting fails to be triggered. Last Resort II (V fronting applies where a blocking factor is neutralized by ellipsis): a. Where a phrase in Spec,CP has no PF representation, clitics can trigger V fronting. b. Where a higher V has no PF representation, clitics can trigger fronting of a lower V.
As discussed below, Last Resort I is di cult to demonstrate. But both cases of Last Resort II are attested in coordination structures in Croatian. However, the interpretation of the data depends heavily on assumptions concerning the analysis of coordination and associated ellipsis phenomena. So a few preliminary remarks are in order before we present the data. The type of ellipsis we discuss is commonly known as forward conjunction reduction (FCR) i.e. not backward deletion / Right Node Raising . Constituents of a non-initial conjunct are deleted under identity with corresponding constituents of the initial conjunct. Two cases of FCR are to be distinguished, illustrated in (100) and (101).
In (100), the deleted constituent (a nite verb) is non peripheral in the second conjunct: (100) a. You drink wine and John beer. b.
You drink wine ] and John _ _ beer ] ! PF ellipsis of nite V: drinks This is a standard Gapping construction.
In (101), assuming that the second conjunct is a full clause, then the deleted constituent (a wh phrase) is left peripheral in that clause. (101) The analysis of Gapping as PF ellipsis in a full clausal conjunct is relatively uncontroversial. Not so, the analysis of (101a) in terms of (101b). It is customary to treat LPD data like in terms of smaller conjuncts in this case, C' and C' with the shared constituent outside of the domain of coordination. (101a) then represents a case of Across the board extraction out of both conjuncts, rather than PF ellipsis in the non initial conjunct: (102) What did John buy t ] and will you drink t ]] Our arguments for (99) rest on the treatment of LPD as ellipsis in full clausal conjuncts. Although some of the examples we present are consistent with analysis in terms of small conjuncts and ATB extraction, if such an analysis is adopted, the arguments for (I) based on these examples does not go through. But this is a question that ultimately needs to be decided on the basis of a general theory of coordination. 12 Where our arguments are based not on LPD type ellipsis, but on Gapping, we feel we are on rmer ground in positing the full clausal conjuncts necessary for the argument to go through.
In the second of two conjoined nite clauses, Gapping can a ect the nite verb in the second conjunct, leaving subject and object as remnants, in Croatian just as in English: (103) Ja pijem pivo a ti _vino.
I drink-1sg beer and you wine I drink beer and you wine. Gapping can also a ect a nite auxiliary verb (clitic form), leaving subject, participle and object in the second conjunct: In the second conjunct of (104a), the subject is followed by a pronominal clitic. In our analysis, this clitic is in C 0 , the subject topicalized, in Spec,CP. This example is therefore an instance of conjoined CPs. In addition to the nite auxiliary, the subject of the second conjunct can be dropped under identity with the subject of the rst (105). Assuming the second conjunct to be CP (105b), this might be analysed as subject deletion (LPD If the subject and the nite auxiliary have dropped in the second conjunct but a pronominal clitic is present, then the participle precedes the clitic:
(106) a. Ivan je kupio vina i pio ga.
I. be-3sg buy-ptc wineand drink-ptc it Ivan bought wine and drank it.
b. Ja sam kupio vina i pio ga.
I be-1sg buy-ptc wineand drink-ptc it I bought wine and drank it. This type of example provides the basis for our argumentation in this section.
It might be thought that these examples are simply VP coordinations, with the substructure (107a) embedded in a single CP: (107) Under our analysis this cannot be true. As we have demonstrated, pronominal clitics (C clitics) are only licensed when they are right adjoined to a C 0 . So we are forced to treat this example as root CP coordination, with gapping (deletion) of the nite auxiliary, and a null subject (deleted, or pro) as in (107b). The participle has undergone Last Resort Fronting, so is adjoined to C 0 . The conjunction i cannot act as support for clitics, as we have seen:
(108) Ivan je kupio vina i ga pio.
So V fronting is the only possibility to support the clitic and rescue the second CP in (106). This is interesting, since in this case, a non nite verb supports a clitic cluster not containing nite the auxiliary. (This is not possible where the nite verb is present but not a member of the clitic cluster, since a non clitic nite verb would raise itself in that case, preempting raising of the participle.) Independent evidence against a VP&VP analysis of (106) is provided by consideration of subordinate environments. If (107a) were correct, we should expect the VP&VP substructure to occur also in embedded clauses. But relevant examples are deviant. (109a) contrasts with the acceptable (109b), in which the second conjunct has no clitic, so allowing a VP&VP analysis (cf. (105c):
(109) a. ... , da je Ivan kupio roman i itao ga that be-3sg I. buy-ptc novel and read-ptc it b. ... , da je Ivan pio kavu i itao roman that be-3sg I. drink-ptc co ee and read-ptc novel ...that Ivan drank co ee and read a novel Why is (109a) bad?
Our guiding assumption is that the pronominal clitic is right adjoined to C. This forces a structural analysis of the second conjunct as a projection of C. C is generally never PF empty in non conjoined subordinate declaratives. So where a subordinate declarative CP appears as a second conjunct, the complementizer da is generated. Since a clitic appears in the second conjunct of (109a), the presence of the overt complementizer is forced. (109a) is illformed since the second conjunct contains C (! clitic), but no complementizer (! subordinate). 13 In the well formed variant of (109a), the presence of a lexical complementizer blocks V fronting: (110) ... , da je Ivan kupio roman i da je ga itao Notice also that (110) contains the clitic auxiliary je, which cannot be dropped (gapped) in this case, in contrast to root clause conjuncts like (106) Root clauses do not contain a lexical complementizer, so gapping of the nite auxiliary is possible in (106).
So we conclude that the CP & CP analysis of (106) is correct. The assumption that the second conjunct of example (106) is a C projection allows the conclusion that the nite auxiliary is present in the syntactic representation of the second conjunct. This would not be the case if we assumed a VP & VP coordination structure, under which there would only be one auxiliary, external to both conjuncts. Further examples of second conjuncts lacking an overt nite verb, but involving participle fronting across a pronominal clitic, must therefore be analyzed as clausal (CP) conjuncts where FCR interacts with Last Resort Verb fronting. Examples of this type, we claim, show that FCR (Gapping and LPD) interacts with Last Resort V Movement, in that it can trigger movements not licensed in structures without deletion .
It could be the case that what triggers verb fronting in (106) is not the pronominal clitic alone, but the (gapped) auxiliary clitic. We claim this is not so (= Last Resort I). The question is also raised by example (113b): here, the clitic auxiliary has gapped, and no pronominal clitic is present and the participle is initial in its conjunct:
(113) a. Spremio je se i oti ao je u kino. prepare-ptc be-3sg re . and leave-ptc be-3sg in cinema He got himself ready and went out to the cinema. Our theory predicts that V cannot raise (Last Resort) to C, if a clitic in C is deleted. This means that (114b) is the correct analysis: the participle does not raise to C to support a deleted clitic auxiliary. This is very di cult to show. The relatively free constituent order in Croatian IP (to the right of the clitic position), which means that it is impossible to show that an initial verb is in C or lower in the structure, in the absence of a clitic. We have been unable to nd conclusive arguments on this point. 14 The best we can do is show that V does not have to raise if a clitic is deleted. A relevant example is the conjoined wh question (115) The fact that the participle follows the overt subject shows that it has not undergone Last Resort Fronting. We tentatively conclude that a deleted clitic does not trigger V fronting: 15 However, to make this argument go through, we also need to show that the deleted wh phrase does not block Last Resort V fronting in this case (recall that an overt wh phrase blocks V raising). To show this, we need to consider examples in which a second conjunct contains a deleted wh phrase and a non deleted clitic. Our theory predicts that in this case, the non deleted clitic, needing a host in PF, 14 A conclusive case would involve some element X that may follow the verb only if the verb has undergone Last Resort fronting. Apart from clitics themselves, we have been unable to nd such an X. Subjects, for instance, may appear in postverbal (post participle) position.
15 Comparison with i. shows that the deleted clitic auxiliary is certainly not supported by the overt subject in (16): i.
ta je Senka elila a Drago je kupio?
ii. ... a ta Drago je kupio t ]
Here, the analysis of the second conjunct as a CP with a wh phrase (deleted) in Spec,CP forces the subject to be inside IP, meaning that conditions on clitic placement are not respected. The (non deleted) clitic auxiliary follows the subject and so is not adjoined to C.
will trigger V fronting (= Last Resort IIa). The V clitic order shows that V-fronting to C can occur in a wh question, where the wh phrase in Spec,CP is phonologically zero. This is a pattern de nitely never attested where the wh phrase is overt (cf. 5.2.1 above).
That V raising is the only option in (117) In (119a), the inability of the conjunction i ( and ) to carry a clitic is once more manifested. The ungrammaticality of (119b) can be traced back to illegitimate clitic placement in the syntax (119c): the presence of a wh phrase, which must be in Spec,CP, forces the subject to be IP internal, so it may not precede the clitic, which must be adjoined to C.
So the evidence supports the claim that phonological properties are crucial in determining Last Resort V fronting. The data are consistent with the claim (Last Resort I) that a deleted clitic does not trigger Last Resort verb raising; and support the claim (Last Resort IIa) that a deleted phrase cannot support a non deleted clitic, leading to the triggering of V fronting, as in (117).
Finally, consider the situation where deletion targets a non clitic verb, one that would undergo Last Resort V fronting itself, if not deleted. Our account makes two predictions for this case. Firstly, a verb that is gapped cannot satisfy the prosodic subcategorization of clitics. So relevant examples will be ungrammatical. Secondly, grammatical versions of such examples may involve Last Resort raising of a more deeply embedded verb. This is Case (IIb).
Usually, a participle can only undergo Last Resort fronting if the nite verb of the clause is itself a clitic. Where the nite verb is not a clitic, the nite verb itself is able to move to C and support the clitics. Since the nite verb is closer to the clitics then the participle, raising of the nite verb represents a shorter derivation then raising of the participle. Last Resort (the shortest derivation requirement) dictates that the nite verb move in this case, not the participle.
However, full (non clitic) forms of the nite auxiliary may undergo gapping. Where this happens, and the second conjunct contains pronominal clitics, the participle can undergo Last Resort fronting. This is illustrated in (120) for the emphatic assertive form of auxiliary be (which is used in contexts parallel to those where emphatic do support is found in English see avar & Wilder (1992) I did buy wine and drink it. We have already argued that the verb and clitic are in C in the second conjunct in examples like (120b). We further propose that the gapped verb in the second conjunct is the full form jesam, and not the clitic form (sam). This is supported by considering the interpretation of the example. The verb jesam imposes emphasis on the content of both conjuncts, just as emphatic do does in the English translation: (121) I did buy wine and drink it. The usual way of thinking about examples like (121) is in terms of small conjuncts (VP coordination), so the fact that emphatic do has scope over both conjuncts is unsurprising. However, VP coordination is excluded for the Croatian (120b). If however, we assume that the syntactic representation of the second conjunct contains a gapped full auxiliary jesam, then the fact that both conjuncts are interpreted as being in the scope of emphatic assertion is comprehensible. If we were to assume that the clitic form is what is gapped in the second conjunct of (120b), a reading like the English (122) might be expected, where content of the second conjunct is not in the scope of emphasis : (122) I did buy wine, and drank it. This is the reading associated with (123), where the second conjunct contains an overt clitic auxiliary: Ivan didn't buy a new car and wreck it. Again, the interpretation suggests nije is what is gapped in (126b), and not the neutral assertive clitic auxiliary je. Both conjuncts are interpreted as being in the scope of negation. The reading can be paraphrased as: it is not true that Ivan bought a new car and wrecked it . This contrasts with the interpretation of (126), where the second conjunct contains an overt (non negated) clitic auxiliary:
